Route to IPH – By Plane
▪ From Berlin-Schönefeld Airport
Taxi: travel time approx. 30 min, during the rush-hour traffic at least 60 min
By Public Transport: travel time approx. from 45 to 60 min

Take the city railway S9 (direction: Spandau) or city railway S45 (direction: S+U
Herrmann-strasse) up to station “Schöneweide Bahnhof”
Get off there and go by tram M17 (direction: Falkenberg) up to stop “Landsberger
Allee/Rhinstrasse”.
or
Take the regional express RE7 (direction: Dessau, Hauptbahnhof) or RB14 (direction :
Nauen, Bahnhof) up to station “Karlshorst Bahnhof”. Get off there and go by tram
M17 (direction: Falkenberg) or tram 27 (direction: Weißensee, Pasedagplatz) up to
stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse”. Go from stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse”

in the direction of the crossroads to the “Pyramide” office tower. There, pass left on
the side and go along “Landsberger Allee”, pass “Total” petrol station. Shortly after
this, there is IPH gateway (Landsberger Allee 378A).
______________________________________________________________________

▪ From Berlin-Tegel Airport
Taxi: travel time approx. 45min, during the rush-hour traffic at least 60min
By Public Transport: travel time approx. 90min
Take TXL Tegel bus (direction: Mollstrasse/Prenzlauer Allee) up to stop
“Alexanderplatz”. Get off there and go by city railway S7 (direction: Ahrensfelde
Bahnhof) or S75 (direction: Wartenberg) or S5 (direction: Strausberg Nord) up to
station “Friedrichsfelde Ost”. Get off there and go by tram M17 (direction:
Falkenberg) or tram 27 (direction: Weißensee, Pasedagplatz) up to stop “Landsberger
Allee/Rhinstrasse”.
Go from stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse” in the direction of the crossroads to
the “Pyramide” office tower. There, pass left on the side and go along “Landsberger
Allee”, pass “Total” petrol station. Shortly after this, there is IPH gateway
(Landsberger Allee 378A). At the IPH gatekeeper’s you will get an IPH site map and
information on how to find your contact person.
or
Take TXL Tegel bus (direction: Mollstrasse/Prenzlauer Allee) up to stop
“Alexanderplatz”.
Get off there and go by tram M6 (direction: Hellersdorf, Riesaer Strasse) up to stop
“Dingelstädter Strasse”.
Go from stop “Dingelstädter Strasse” back „Landsberger Allee“ opposite to the
driving direction up to IPH gateway (Landsberger Allee 378A).

Route to IPH – By Car
Coming from all 4 directions:
Drive on “Berliner Ring” (A10, E55) motorway up to slip road “Berlin-Marzahn,
Strausberg”.
Drive straightforward to the direction of the city centre for approx.15km along
“Altlandsberger Chaussee“, „Landsberger Chaussee“, „Landsberger Allee“,
„Marzahner Brücke“ up to „Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse“ crossroads (
“Pyramide”office tower).
Take the left lane before and turn on crossroads, i.e. take the road out of town again,
pass the “Total” petrol station and after it turn right to the IPH gateway .
(Landsberger Allee 378A).

Route to IPH – By Train
▪ From Berlin-Ostbahnhof Railway Station
Taxi: travel time approx. 15 min, during the rush-hour traffic at least 30 min
By Public Transport: travel time approx. from 20 to 30 min
Take the city railway S5 (direction: Strausberg Nord) or S7 (direction: Ahrensfelde
Bahnhof) or
S 75 (direction: Wartenberg) up to station “Friedrichsfelde Ost”.
Get off there and go by tram M17 (direction: Falkenberg) or tram 27 (direction:
Weißensee, Pasedagplatz) up to stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse”
Go from stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse” in the direction of the crossroads to
the “Pyramide” office tower. There, pass left on the side and go along “Landsberger
Allee”, pass “Total” petrol station. Shortly after this, there is IPH gateway
(Landsberger Allee 378A).

_______________________________________________________________________________

▪ From Berlin-Hauptbahnhof Railway Station
Taxi: travel time approx. 25min, during the rush-hour traffic at least 45 min
By Public Transport: travel time approx.35 min
Take the city railway S5 (direction: Strausberg Nord) or S7 (direction: Ahrensfelde
Bahnhof) or
S 75 (direction: Wartenberg) up to station “Friedrichsfelde Ost”.
Get off there and go by tram M17 (direction: Falkenberg) or tram 27 (direction:
Weißensee, Pasedagplatz) up to stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse”

Go from stop “Landsberger Allee/Rhinstrasse” in the direction of the crossroads to
the “Pyramide” office tower. There, pass left on the side and go along “Landsberger
Allee”, pass “Total” petrol station. Shortly after this, there is IPH gateway
(Landsberger Allee 378A).

At the IPH gatekeeper’s, you will get an IPH site map and information on how to find
your contact person.

